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SUMMARY

Let X be a connected complex analytic naanifold of dimension n with fundamental group
|1|, H be the Sbeaf of the fundamental groups över X [1], r(X, H) be the group of the

global sections of H över X and [H, H] c H be the Commutator Subsheaf. It is shown that the 
Commutator Subsheaf [H, H] (or equivalently the Commutator subgroup r(X, [H, H]) of r(X, 
H)) determines the Restricted Sheaf A of germs of holomorphic functions över X [5] and the 
subsheaves of H defined by the normal subgroups of r(X, H) such that they ccntain [H, H] 
(or the normal subgroups of r(X, H) such that they contain r(X, [H, H])) determine the Restric
ted ideal Sheaves of the sheaf A [6]. In addition, the subsheaves of H (or the normal subgroups 
of r (X, H)), which determine the Restricted ideal Sheaves, satisfy the descending (minimal) 
chain condition.

Fiually, the Commutator Subgroup F (X, [H, H]) completely determines the vector space 
A (X) of holomorphic functions on X.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let X be a connected conıplex manifold of dimension n with fun
damental group Hj / {1} (or a connected, locally arcwise connected
Hausdorff Space), Hx be the fundamental group of X with respe t to 
the point x, for any x 6 X, c e X be an arbitrarily fixsd point and X = 
(X,c) be a pointed space. Let H = V Hx. H is a set över 'X. and the

X e X 
mapping tp: H X such that cp ((Tx) = ? [a]x) X for any cyx = t°‘]x
e Hx c H is onto.

We introduce on H a natural topology as follows.

Let X 6 X be any point and W = W (x) be an öpen neighborhood
of X. Let us define a mapping s: W -> H such that s(x) = [(Y ^a)Y]x
for any x e W, where <Tc == [a]c Hg is an element and [y ] is the homo-
topy class fedines an isomorphism between Hx and Hg. The homotopy
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class [Y ] is choosen arbitrarily fixcd. Hence, s s (uc)' Moreover, ç
os w. Let us denote the totality of the mappings s by F (W,H). If
B is a hasis of arcwİ8e connccted opon neighborhoods for X, then B* 
= {s(W): W 6 B, s e r(W,H)} is a hasis for H. In this topology, the map- 
pings cp and s are continuous. Furthermorc, cp is a locally topological 
mapping. Thus, (H, <p) is a sheaf ovor X. (H, cp), or only H, is called The 
Sheaf of the Fundamental Groups ovcr X [1].

Let W X be an öpen set. A continuous mapping s from W to H 
can be defined in similar manncr. The mapping s is called a sect'on of 
H över W. The set r(W,H) is a group. Thus, H is a sheaf of groups över 
X [3]. In addition, the group is called a stalk of H över, x, for any 
X 6 X.

The Shcaf H satisfies ihe following properties.

1. W c;X be an öpen set. Then, a section över W can be extended 
to a global section över X. Furthermore, 

r(w,H) r(s s e r (X,H).

2. Any two stalks of H are isomorphic with each other.

3. Let Wp W2 <= X be any two öpen sets, Sj e E (Wj, H) and S2 £
r(W2, H). If Sı (Xo)
över the whole Wı fi W2.

S2(xo),.for any point X|;o 6 Wı n W2, then Sı = S2

4. Let W c X be an öpen set and sj, Sj e r(W,H). If s ı(xo) 
for any point Xo e W, then s 1=82 över the whole W.

S2(Xo)

<p-ı (W)
5. Let X e X be any point and W W (x) be a öpen set. Then,

V sı(W) for every sje r(W,H) and cp I sj (W): sı (W) -> ’NV 
iel

is a topological mapping for each i e I. Thus, H is a covering space of 
X [4], such that to each point s Hx there corresponds a unique sec- 
tion s 6 r(W,H) such that s(x) = Gx- Furthermore, Hx is isomorphic to 
r(W,H). In particular, Hx = r(X,H).

a
6. A topological stalk pıeserving nı.apping of H onto itself is called 

sheaf isomorphism or a cover transformation, and thî set of ali cover
transformation of H is denoted by T. Clearly, T is a group. It can be 
pıovcd that T is isomorphic to the group r(X,H). Hence, Hx = r(X,H) 

T. Thus, T is transitive and X is a regular covering space of X [4],
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2. THE GROUP r(X,H) AND SUBSHEAVES OF H.

Wo begin by giving the following dsfinition [3 ].

Definition 2.1. Let H be the sheaf of fundamental groups över X 
and H' <= H be an öpen set. Then H' is called a subsheaf of groups, if:

i) 9 (H') = X

ii) For each point x s X the stalk H'x is a subgroup of HX'

We now give the following definition.

Definition 2.2. Let H be the sheaf of the fundamental groups över 
X and NcHbea subsheaf of groups. Then N is called a normal subs-
heaf, if the stalk Nx Hx is a normal subgroup for each x 6X.

Let H'<= H be a subsheaf of gıoups and W<=X be an öpen sel. Then,

mal subsheaf, then r{W,N)
r(W,H) is a subgroup. Moreover, if N c H is a nor

ci
cular, if we take W = X, then r(X,N)

r (W,H) is a normal subgroup. In parti
c;

Consequently, each subsheaf of groups gives
r(X,H) is a normal subgroup.

a subgroup of r(X,H) and
each normal subsheaf gives a normal subgroup of r(X, H).

Conversely, let us suppose that, r(X,H) is the group of global sec-
tions of H över X and D <= r(X,H) be a subgroup.

Then, the set {sj (x): sj s D} is a subgroup of Hx över x for each 
X e X. Let us denote {sı(x); sıeD} by H'x. Then H' = V H'x is a över

X with the natural projection cp' cp I H' and D
xeX

r(X,H'). Moreover,
if D c r(X,H) is a normal subgroup, then each stalk of H' is a normal 
subgroup of Hx. One can show that (H', tp') is a subsheaf of groups and 
(H', cp') is a normal subsfheaf of H, if D c r(X,H) is a normal subgroup.

Then we may State,

Theorem 2.1. Let H bt the sheaf or the fundamental groups över X 
and r (X,H) be the group of global sections of H över X. Then, the subg- 
roups of F (X,H) define ali the subsheaves of groups of H. In particular, 
a normal subgroup of r(X,H) defines a normal subsheaf of H.

It is easily seen that, subsheaves of groups of H (or normal subs-
heaves of H) have ali the properties of H stated in introdiuction Thus, 
they are also regular covering spaces of X and H'x = r(X,H) = T' for 
each subsheaf of groups H'czH.

the set r(W,H')
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Let D',D'' r(X,H) be any two subgroups and D'czD",. Then,
H'cH" for the corresponding sheaves H' and H”, respectively Furt- 
hermore, the ordering D'czD" ... of normal subgroups of r(X,H) given 
by inciusion is isomorphic with the ordering ... of normal subs
heaves of H by inciusion. Moreover, each ehain of normal subsheaves 
has an upper bound. By Zorn’s lemma there is a maximal normal subs
heaf which is H corresponds to r(X,H)

Definition 2.3. Let D c r(X,H) be the commutator subgroup. The 
normal subsheaf defined by D is called the Commutator Subsheaf of 
H and it is denoted by [H,H].

Clearly, D r(X, [H,H]). In addition, the ordering D r(x
[H,H]) cD'cD" ... of normal subgroup of r(X,E[) given by inciusion 
is isomorphic with the ordering [H,H] ... of normal subs
heaves of H by inciusion.

We now give the following propositions.

Proposition 2.1. Let H be the sheaf of the fundamental groups and 
H', H” c Hbe any two subsheaves of groups. Then, H'cH" is a subs-
heaf of groups if and only if r(X,H') c: r(x,H").

As a definition, if H'cH” is a subsheaf of groups, then it is said 
that H" is stronger than H'.

Proposition 2.2. Let H be th sheaf of the fundamental groups över
X and N c: H be a normal subsheaf. Then N (H,H] if and onIyif
r(X, [H,H]) r(x,N).

3. SUBSHEAVES AND QUOTIENT SHEAVES OF H.

In this seetion, we will study the relationship among the subgroups 
of r(X,H), the subsheaves of H and the quotient sheaves of H.

Let H be the sheaf of the fundamental groups and H'<=H be a 
subsheaf of groups. Let us associate the set r(w,H) /r(w,H’)
with the öpen set W, for each W cz X öpen. Then, the system {X,M^ = 
r(W,H)/r(W,H'), Tw’v} is a pre-sheaf [2]. The sheaf defined by the 
pre-sheaf {X,M5y,Y-\y,v} is called Quotient Sheaf and it is denoted by Çh -

We now give the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let H be sheaf of the fundamental groups över X, 
H' c H be a subsheaf of groups and Qh' be the corresponding sheaf.
Then the sheaf Qjj' is a sheaf of groups över X if and only if H' is a
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normal subsheaf of H (it is not necessary to contain the Commutator 
Subsheaf [H,H]).

Proof. Let H'cH be subsheaf of groups and Qh' be the correspon-
ding quotient sheaf. Let us suppose that Qh' is a sheaf of groups över
X. Qh'

(Qh')x

= V (Qh')x and
X e X

((W, [s])x: Wc:X is an öpen set, [s] e r(W,H)/r(W,H')}
Furthermore, each stalk (Qh')x, for each x e X, and the set r(X, Çh'), 
are groups. The group operation defined in each stalk is as follows:

(W, [sı])x. (W, [S2])x =
{W, [S2 !)x e (Qh')x

The operation does not depend

(W, [sı.S2])x, for every (W, [sı])x,

on the representati\es of equivalent
clasfecs, b( cause it is wel]-d©fined. So, s. r(X,.H') r(X,H). s for each
s 6 r(X,H). Thus, r(X,H') c r(X,H) is a normal subgroup, and H' c H
is a normal subsheaf.

Conversely, let us suppose that H'czH is a normal subsheaf över
X. So, r(X,H') c r(X,H) is a normal subgroup. Thus, r(X,H) /r(X,H')
is a group. So, the operation defined in each stalk (Qh% in the form of
(W, [Sı])x (W, [S2])x (W, [spS2])x İS well-defined. It is easily seen
that each stalk (Qh')x is a group with this operation for every x e X. 
Moreover r(X,QH') is a group. So, Qh' is a sheaf of groups.

One can prove that, the group r(X, Qh') is isomorphic to the group 
(Qh')x.

Theorem 3.2. Let H be the sheaf of the fundamental groups, NcH 
be a normal subsheaf and be the corresponding guotient sheaf. Then 
the group r(X, is isomorphic to the quotient group r(X,H) /r(X,N).

Proof. To prove this theorem, let us define the mapping Y: r(X,H) /
r(X,N) r(X,Qîf) in the form of 7 ( [s])
inductive limit [2]. If, Y (t®]) 1, then Y [s]

[®]’ tvhere y representes
1 and so, Y [s ] (x) =

(X, [e])x, for any X e X. That is, (W, [s])x (W, [e])x. Thus, [s] = [e]
Hence, Y is one-to-one. Clearly y is onto. Now, if [sj], [S2] £ r(X,H) /
r(X,N) are any two elements, then

V([®t]- [®2]) V ([®l-®2]) v [s 1-82] = [®ı]- f [®2j- Thus, Y is
a homomorphism.

Therefore, V; r(X,H)/r(X,N) r(X,QN) is an isomorphism.

Then, we may State the following theorem tvhich is a criterion on 
the sheaf of Abelian groups [7 J.
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Theorem 3.3. Let H be the sheaf of fundamental groups, and 
Nc H be a normal subsheaf. Then, N determines the sheaf Qx of groups
OVıT

if N
X. Th'î sheaf Qn is a shf af of Abelian groups över X if and only

One can show that, the sheaf Qh' and Qk are regular covering spa- 
ces of X [7j. Then, vve can State by considering propojition 2.2 and 
Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3.4. Let H be the sheaf of the fundamental groups and 
r(X,H) be the group of global sections of H över X. Then, each normal 
subgroup r(X,N) of r(X,H) determines a sheaf of groups ovcr X which is 
a regular covering space of X. The sheaf determined by r(X,N) is a
sheaf of Abelian groups if and only if r(X,N) r(X, [H,H])

By considering Theorem, 3.1, wc can State the follovving criteıion [7 J. 

Critcıion. Let H be the shcaf of the fundamental groups, r(X,H)
be the group of global sections of H ovcr X and r(X,N) r(X,H) be
a normal subgroup. Then, r(X,H) /r(X,N) is coınmutativc (or a sheaf 
of groups över X determined by r{X,N) is a sheaf of Abelian groups)
if and only if r(X,N) r(X,

Let N', N” c: H be normal subshcaves and N', N" [H,H]. If
N'cN", then r(X,N') r(X,N"). Now, if the mapping O: r(X,H) /
r(X,N") r(X,H) /r(X,N') is defined by O (s.N") = s.N', for each 
s s r(X,H), then O is a monomorphism. So, wc identify r(X,H) /rÇK, 
N”) with O (r(X,H) /r(X,N'')). Thus, we can write

r(x,H)/r(x,N")
normal subsheaves such that N',N"

r(X,H) /r(X,N'). Now, if N', N” <= H

ponding sheaves, respectively, then Qn'
[H,H] and Qk', Çk” are corres-

Qn''-

Therefore, an ordering N'ezN” ... of normal subsheaves of H such 
that they contain the Commutator Subsheaf [H,H] given by intlusion 
is isomorphic with the ordering ••• of the sheaves of Abelian
groups by inciusion. Moreover, each chain of the sheaves of Abelian
groups has an upper bound. By Zorn’s lemma there is a mavimal sheaf
Q[H’H] of Abelian groups corresponds to the Comutator Subsheaf 
[H,H].

Let r(X,H) be the group of global section of H över X and r(X,N)
r(X,H) be ac; normal subgroup. r(X,N) is called proper normal subg-

roup, if r(X,N) is different from {1} and L(X,lf). Then wc ha ve [6],
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Theorem 3.5. Let r(X,N) r(X,H) be a proper ncrmal subgroup
such that r(X,N) 7^ r(X, [H,Hj) and r(X,H) /r(X,N) is commutative. 
Then, there exists a normal subgroup r(X,N') with same gualification
such that r(X,N)
cending (minimal) ehain condition.

r(X,N'). Namely, these r(X,N)’8 satisfy the des-

If we define a proper normal subsheaf as being different from H
and 1 (1 is identy sheaf) we may State,

Theorem 3.6. Let NcH he a
No [H,H] and N 7^: Then there exists

proper normal subsheaf such that
a normal subsheaf N'

with same qualification such that N z>N'. Namely, these N’s satisfy the 
descending (minimal) ehain condition.

We sum.marize this seetion by stating the following equivalent 
theorems.

Theorem 3.7. Let X be a conneeted complex m.anifold of dimension
n with fundamental group Hx il} (Or a conneeted locally arwise
conneeted Hausdorff space), H be the sheaf of the fundamental groups 
över X and NcH be a normal subsheaf such that N73 [H,H]. Then N 
determines a sheaf of Abelian groups över X which is a regular covering 
space of X. The Commutator subsheaf [H,H], which is the smallest nor
mal subsheaf of that type, determines the maximal sheaf Q [jj jjj.

Or equivalently,

Theorem 3.7.* Let X be a conneeted complex manifold of dimension
n with fundamental group Hj 7^ {1} (or a conneeted locally arcwise
conneeted Hausdorff space), H be the sheaf of the fundamental groups
över X, r(X,H) be the group of global sections of H över X and D c
r(X,H) he a normal subgroup such that D r(X, [H,H]). Then, D
determines a sheaf of Abelian groups över X which is a regular covering 
space of X. The commutator subgroup r(X, [H,H]), which is the smal- 
lest normal subgroup of that type, determines the maximal sheaf Q[jj h]

4. QUOTIENT SHEAF Q[h,hj AND RESTRICTED SHEAF A.

Let X be a conneeted complex manifold of dimension n with fun- 
mental group Hx 7^ {!}, c e X be an arbitrary fixed point, H,. be the
fundamental group of X with respect to the point c and H'c H be a
subgroup. For each x e X, Hx isomorphic to Hg and H'g is isomorphic
to a subgroup H'x of İL,;. Then, Hx/H'x is isomorphic to lig /H'c. Let Hh'
= V Hx /H'x. Hh' İs a set över H with the naturalprojection ç: Hh' 
X e X

X
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defined by <p (ctx) — 9 ([a]x) X, for any Ox = [a]x s (Hh',)x <= Hh'.
We introduce on Hjj', a natural topology in similar manner to the topo
logy of H. In this topology, ç is a locally topological mapping. Then 
(Hh', 9) is a sheaf över X.

Now, let W c: X be an öpen set. A section s from W to Hh', is defined 
by s(x) = s(x) for each xeW, where s e r(W,H). s is continuous. The to- 
tality of sections över W is denoted by F (W,Hh')- Let x6X be any point 
and W = W(x) be an arcwise connected öpen neighborhood of x. Then
<P“i (W) V Si (W), for every sı eF (W,Hh) and ® | Sj ('W): sı (W) 

i el
W is a topological mapping. Thus, each öpen set W
covered by ç. Then, (Hh', is a

W(x) is evenly
covering space of X. It can be shown

that Hh' İs a regular covering space.

Let Nc'=He be a normal subgroup. Then, the corresponding sheaf
Hu is a sheaf of groups. The sheaf Hn satisfies the similar properties
which statcd in introduction for the sheaf H. Let [Hc, Hg] Hc be the 
commutator subgroup and Nc^^Hc be a normal subgroup. Then, Hc/Nc
is commutative if and only if Nc [Hc,Hc]. Thus, Hu is a sheaf of
Abelian groups över X if and only if Ne o [Hc,Hc]. Moreover, if N'c,
N”c c Hc
Hu"

are any normal subgroups such that Nc' N''c,
are corresponding sheaves, then we can write Hu'

and Hu',
Hu” by using

the Identification method. Thus, an ordering Nc' N"c ••• of normal
subgroups of Hc by inciusion is isomorphic with the ordering Hu' Hu”
... of the corresponding sheaves of groups by inciusion. In particular, an 
ordering [HcHc] c N'c N''c of normal subgroups of Hg by inclu-
sion is isomorphic with the ordering ^Hu' Hu” ••• of the
corresponding sheaves of Abelian groups. Moreover, each chain of cor
responding sheaves of Abelian groups has an upper bound. By Zorn’s
lemma, there is a maximal sheaf of Abelian groups that is H[Hc, Hc] ^or- 
responds to [Hc,He]. The sheaf H[Hc, Hc] i® called the sheaf of the Ho- 
mology groups över X. In addition, H [Hc Hd called Homology co
vering space of X [8j.

n

Then we State the follotving theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a connected complex manifold of dimension 
with fundamental group Hx / {!}, c e X be an arbirarty fixed point

and Hc be the fundamental group of X with respect to tho point c. Then, 

i) Each subgroup of Hc determines a sheaf över X which is a re
gular covering space of X.
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ii) Each normal subgroup of Hf. determines 
X which is a regular covering space of X.

a sheaf of groups över

İÜ) Each normal subgıoup of Hc that contain [Hc,He] determines 
a sheaf of Abelian groups över X which is a regular covering space of X.
Moreover the sheaf H[jj(,,Hg] of homology groups determined by
[Hc,Hc] is maximal and the pioper normal subgroı ps of Hc that diffe- 
rently contain fHc,Hc] satisfy the dcscending chain condition.

Let H be the sheaf of the fundamental groups, r(X,H) be the group 
of global sections of H över X and N c: H be a normal subsheaf. If Nc H
is a normal subsheaf, then r(X,N) r(X,H) is a normal subgroup. Letez
Nc be the normal subgroup of Hc that corresponds to r(X,N). Then, the 
groups r(X,N) and Nc determine the sheaves Qx and Hn, respeetively.
Let us define a mapping <I>: such that (h ((W, [s])x) = s(x).
for any (W, [s])x £ Qn- It can be proved that O is a sheaf isomorphism. 
Hence, we identify (W, [s])x with s(x) and the section "■''[s] with s by 
means of O.

Therefore, theorem 3.7*. and theorem 3.1, are equivalent.

Let X be a conneeted complex analytic manifold of dimension n 
with fundamental group 7^ {1} and A(X) be the vector space (or C-Al-
gebra) of holomorphic funetions on X [5].

Let f s A(X) and xeX a point. f can be expand.ed into a powcr series 
fx convergent at z, the local parameter of x. The totality of such power 
series at x as f runs through A(X) is denoted by Ax which is again a vec- 
tor space (or C-Algebra) isomorphic to A(X). The disjoint union A =
V Ax is a set över X with a natural projeetion tt: A 
X£X

X mapping each

fx onto the point of expansion X.

A natural topology on A was introduced. in [5]. In that topology 
is locally topological mapping. Hence (A, ir) is a sheaf ovcr X. The sheaf 
A is called the Restricted sheaf of germs of the totality of holomorphic
funetions A(X) on X [5]. In paper [6], it is shown that the Restricted 
sheaf A is an analytic sheaf. Now, if I cz A is a restricted analytic subs
heaf, then Ix‘^ Ax is an ideal, for eachxeX. For this reason I is called a 
restricted ideal sheaf. Here the Ix’s are isomorphic. On the other hand, 
in paper [7, 9], it is shown that;

i) The sheaf H [Hc,Hc] ^I^® homology groups över X is isomorp
hic to the Restricted sheaf A of germs of the totality of holomorphic 
funetions A(X) on X.
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ii) If Nc 3 [Hc,Hc ] is a normal subgroup of Hc and Hv is the cor 
responding sheaf, then Hjşy is isomorphic to a restricted ideal sheaf of A.

On the other hand, the sheaf II ırel isomorphic to the Quoti- 
ent Sheaf Q[h,h] and the sheaf Il\ is 
Sheaf Qn-

isomorphic to the Quotient

We then State the Fundamental Theorem [9] as follotvs;

Theorem 4.2. Let X be a conneeted. complexanalytic manifold of 
dimension n with fundamental group H,; ^1} and H be the sheaf of
the fundamental groups över X. Then, the Commutator Subsheaf 
[H,H ] of H determines the Restricted Sheaf A of germs of the totality of 
holomorphic funetions A(X) on X. The normal subsheaves of H that 
contain [H,H] determine the restricted ideal sheaves of A.

Or equivalently,

Theorem 4.2. Let X he a conneeted com.plex analytic manifold. of 
dimension n with fundamental group Hx <jl}, H be the sheaf of the
fundamental groups ovcr X and r(X,H) be the group of the global sec-
tions of H över X. Then, the Commutator Subgroup r(X, of
r(X,H) determines the Restricted Sheaf A of germs of the totality of
holomorphic funetions A(X) on X. The normal subgroups of r(X,H) 
that contain r(X, [H,H]) determine the Restricted ideal Sheaves of A.

From theorem 4.2.*., the Commutator Subgroup r(X, [H,H]) 
completely determines the vector space A(X) of holomorphic funetions 
on X, because the Quotient Group r(X,H) /r(X, [H,H]) is isomorphic to 
the group A(X). Thus, each coset s. r(X,[H,H]),s e r(X,H), defines a 
holomorphic funetion on X. In other words, each coset s. r(X, [H,H]) 
defines a global section of the sheaf A över X.
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